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why storytelling
works in business

why?

Storytelling in business is powerful. Not in an abstract way. It’s powerful in a
practical, move the needle, build the company, supercharge your teams kind of way.
It’s commercially smart to leverage it as a communication tool, and it can also be a
catalyst for greater authenticity, purpose, and lived valued in an organisation.
Storytelling has the power to create clarity,

produce results wherever it is implemented.

to elevate and strengthen purpose, to

When storytelling becomes part of the

develop trust, to make authentic, genuine

culture of a company, from the top down,

connections,

everyone—the employees, the leadership,

to

facilitate

change

and

ultimately transformation.

the stakeholders, and the customers—
starts to win.

It shouldn’t be limited and labelled as
belonging to one department. It’s is not

Storytelling works in business and life

a marketing thing, it’s a human thing. It

because it is a deeply intuitive human way

belongs in every department, and it will

to communicate.
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how I can help

How?

Effective communication is about transferring meaning, not just information. It happens through establishing
an emotional connection. The recipient needs to feel something. Without feeling, without a genuine connection, we end up with just the illusion that communication has taken place. I believe this is what George
Bernard Shaw was talking about when he famously said, “The single biggest problem in communication is the

illusion that it has taken place.”
I empower leaders and sales teams to leverage storytelling to improve their communication outcomes.

helping leaders
get better results
in less time
“If you want your company values to be known and admired, hang them on the office walls.
However, if you want them to be lived, then embed your values in relevant stories . . . and share
those stories regularly.”

my
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workshops

I offer a range of half and full day workshops tailored to the specific business objectives below.
Bespoke training options are also available.

Storytelling
for
Sales

Storytelling
for
Leaders

Storytelling
for
Presentations

Executive
Story
Coaching

storytelling for
sales
Storytelling for Sales is also a lot of fun to learn, and in the process it can have a significant impact on new
business growth, employee engagement, and customer satisfaction levels. I’d love to train your team up and
empower them to get greater sales results.

The Storytelling For Sales workshop is designed to equip your team members in how to use storytelling as a
communication tool in each key part of the sales process:
1. In their pitch & presentations
2. In their follow-up activities
3. In their new client communications
4. In sourcing referrals and introductions from satisfied clients

The workshop will also explore how participants can use the classic storytelling framework, ‘the hero’s journey’,
to frame the entire sales process and learn methods on how to identify with their prospects and clients
with more authenticity, and developing their emotional intelligence to create greater empathy and genuine
connections.
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storytelling for
leaders
Storytelling isn’t a luxury for leaders with too much

the organisation as a whole.

time on their hands—it’s an essential communication

The Storytelling For Leaders workshop empowers

tool to ensure busy leaders get the results they are

participants to:

working so hard to achieve. When it comes to effective
communication that creates genuine connection and

•

buy-in, storytelling in business isn’t the paint on a car,
it’s the engine.

Understand the principles behind what makes a
story in a business setting work effectively

•

A easy-to-use framework to qualify stories and a
process to capture and organise stories for future

If you want to push your strategy uphill, stick with just
the facts and figures; however, if you want to hit top

reference and use
•

speed, make storytelling a top priority. It’s not one or
the other—it’s one ‘within’ the other. When leaders

Practical activites to practice and develop their
business storytelling capabilities

•

Insights into the connection between storytelling

learn to wrap their facts and figures in compelling

and increasing the emotional intelligence within

stories, the world begins to transform in front of

their teams

them & everyone starts to engage more; including
employees, customers, the media, stakeholders and

•

How to use storytelling to increase trust within
teams
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executive story
coaching
Executive Story Coaching is a one on one coaching program for
executives who want to improve their use of storytelling and
develop creative techniques to build trust and more genuine
connection with their teams.

empowering
leaders to tell
better stories

storytelling for
presentations
Tell someone the facts and they’ll nod in agreement,

The

then leave the room and forget what they were even

empowers participants to:

Storytelling

For

Presentations

workshop

nodding about. Tell them a story that embodies the
facts and they’ll become an advocate on your behalf,

•

Structure their presentations to lead with stories

getting all the other decision makers—who weren’t in

•

Reimagine presentations to be less about

the room—into agreement for you.

passing on information, and more about making
a conection so you can transfer the meaning and

Facts and figures don’t win people over, stories do.

purpose of your presentation effectively
•

TIP: Send your audience the facts via email straight after
the presentation, but when you have people in front of

Practical activites to practice using storytelling in
presentations

•

you, devote the time to telling a compelling story that

The use of body language and how it plays a
pivitol role in sharing stories in presentations.

captures the essence of what your facts and figures are

•

How to use visuals to support your stories

actually about. Bring life, colour, laughter, and intrigue

•

How to avoid death-by-powerpoint and create

back into the boardroom. Be a storyteller!

truly engaging presentations that make an
impact
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If the question is, “How can we to increase profits?” The answer may very
well be to increase the genuine connection points within your workforce,
because life comes from connection; conversely, sabotage stems from
silos.
All of life is about connection. The more we connect, the more life
(meaning, progress, growth, transformation, achievement, fulfilment)
takes place, and the more we withdraw (silo) ourselves, the more we
sabotage our potential. This happens on all levels, personally and
professionally, individually, within teams, between departments and
throughout the levels of leadership.
Profits are a byproduct of more life within an organisation. If the goal is
progress and transformation, the focus should be on developing genuine
connection between leaders, between teams, between departments.
Storytelling is really about facilitating effective communication. It’s
about building genuine connections. It helps leaders express their point
of view with emotional energy and authenticity while establishing an
environment of trust within teams.
Businesses that empower their leaders to be storytellers, also position
their organisations to become leaders in the marketplace.
Storytelling works at work.

storytelling
works at work
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Connection
is the key to success

For thousands of
generations, stories
have been the primary
way humans have
communicated, connected,
and developed trust with
one another.
It’s hardwired in our DNA
to find meaning through
narrative, not numbers.
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Release date

early
2018

Mick’s
books

Trust Me
I’m Human
Mick’s latest book, Trust Me I’m Human is
about the link between authentic leadership
and storytelling in business. It explores how
leaders can leverage storytelling to not only
improve their communication and results,
but also their team’s level of emotional
intelligence.

Meeting The
Muse
An

entertaining

and

inspiring

tale

that

personifies Inspiration and takes the main
character, Milton, on a tour of ‘the Mansion
of the Muse’. This book seeks to answer the
question: “How can I tap into my inspiration,
and what happens once I do?” An inspiring book
that uses the power of storytelling to educate
and inspire the reader to pursue their goals
creatively and with a good dose of hustle.
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keynote
speaker
Mick is available for keynote speaking
engagements. His keynotes are based on his
books.
1. TRUST ME, I’M HUMAN: Authentic
Leadership and why storytelling works at
work
2. MEETING YOUR MUSE: How to find your
inspiration, be brave, and chase your creative
dream

Mick has spoken to groups from 15 to 1500
people. He is known for his enthusiasm and
ability to simplify complex concepts and
engage his audience with a balance of humour,
intrigue and empowering insights.

If you would like to invite Mick to speak
at one of your events, please contact
him on: 0423 600 793 or email:
mick@mickmooney.com
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About Mick
Mick Mooney is a storyteller and trainer with a passion for helping others improve their communication
skills and their ability to make genuine connections in business and life. He has worked as a Marketing
Executive at a National healthcare franchise, where he created and led a major storytelling campaign.
He’s also a contributor at the Huffington Post where his articles have been liked and shared over
200,000 times on facebook and other social channels. Mick is the author of seven books including

Meeting the Muse. His upcoming book, Trust Me, I’m Human, will be released early 2018.
Mick also moonlights as a husband and proud father of two wild kids.

Thank you Mick Mooney for a lively, and enlightening training
session. We all came away with new ideas and processes
which we will incorporate into our daily working lives.
Tony Blackie
CEO, Blackie McDonald Communications Group

CONTACT

ph: 0423 600 793
mick@mickmooney.com

mickmooney.com

“We love stories
because they help
us make sense of
our own human
experience. “

storyteller
& trainer
Mick Mooney

engage

equip |
Mick Mooney

0423 600 793

mick@mickmooney.com

empower

mickmooney.com
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